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MJ " B Jean "  Performance Worn & Signed T shirt
Posted by steve1 - 2019/04/23 12:59
_____________________________________

FOR SALE : Superb White T shirt Stage Worn and Signed as images show at sultan of brunei concert
july 16 1996  infront of 60000  .  Has michael typical tear down neck which he used to do when wearing
beneath sequin tops etc , plus orginal make up staining around neck line .  Nicely and clearly Signed in
red felt and given to his guitarist after the event originally.  Originally sold by Bonhams ( hard to consign
to them without v good provenance )  as you can see from coa and original auction catalogue images
.Also authenticated by Gotta Have Rock and Roll. Lots of  Images of him performing in this can be seen
on the net on you tube while doing " billie jean "  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DebiY34lCic    No
holes etc in T shirt so in original condition after performing .  When one sees the shirt in the flesh one
can see a small peice of material protruding on the left side of neck line that alos shows on image of
him.So it photo matches. (  this is clearer in the "flesh " ) 
Great Iconic Item !   
Enquiries for more photos etc. For price and Offers invited please contact .... to 
hinternational@yahoo.com

============================================================================

Re: MJ " B Jean "  Performance Worn & Signed T shirt
Posted by Laura - 2019/05/19 08:41
_____________________________________

Hi, 

can you please add a small picture of it? 

No videos.

============================================================================

Re: MJ " B Jean "  Performance Worn & Signed T shirt
Posted by steve1 - 2019/07/18 12:35
_____________________________________

Hi Laura    sorry only just seen this .. my e mail for info etc   thanks

============================================================================

Re: MJ " B Jean "  Performance Worn & Signed T shirt
Posted by Laura - 2019/07/22 07:58
_____________________________________

I was asking for a picture of this signed worn shirt as we don't want people to add fake items for sale, so
that's why we would need a picture.

============================================================================
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